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Foreword
The circular economy is an idea. Even though
we are not fully working in its system yet and
no business can say it’s 100% circular, impulses
of circularity are springing up in many sectors.
By watching them, we can look out for the right
solutions for other businesses. It’s an important
lesson for anyone committed to green change.

Whether you are facing the challenge of setting a new strategy for your
organization or you and your team want to apply the principles of circular economy
when designing a new product or service - our publication will tell you how to
approach the problem to keep the risk of making bad decisions to a minimum.
We hope our joint effort will be the next step in building a circular economy.

This issue of Impulses of Circularity brings together a new set of knowledge about
sustainability and combines it with the design methodology used in the consumer
electronics industry. It is a considerable market, usually not associated with
circularity, but you can see circular measures taken there too.
We like to focus on case studies, so we are showcasing several outstanding
brands that have been implementing and communicating the principles of
Circular Economy. You will also learn about our original Circular Loop Canvas
diagram which can help assess industry practices.

Enjoy the read!
Ergodesign Team
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Welcome to the second publication in
our Impulses of Circularity series
In the first edition, we explained a number of
issues related to circular economy, including the
European Green Deal and Climate Law.
Terminology
Circular economy is one of the most common terms in
the debate on broader environmental changes in the
economy. Terms such as closed-circuit economy and
circularity are also used to describe the phenomenon. In
this publication, we are going to use them interchangeably.

IT CAN BE DOWNLOADED HERE →

”

Rethinking the future: It is a profound
challenge, at the end of an era of cheap oil
and materials to rethink and redesign how
we produce and consume; to reshape how
we live and work, or even to imagine the
jobs that will be needed for transition.

Ellen MacArthur
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The essence of circular economy
Circular economy is nothing else than a paradigm shift from a linear economy
of take-consume-throw away to take-consume-reuse. Its key goals include:

↳
↳
↳

keeping products, components, materials and raw materials in circulation,
extending product lifecycle - maximum value utilization,
ensuring products can be repaired, renovated, refurbished and recycled.

linear economy
production

disposal

raw
materials

use

Take

Make

Use

Dispose
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How can we meet the key goals
of the circular economy?
↳
↳
↳

by introducing new circular business models that
willbenefit from the long lifecycle of products,
by changing product design strategies that will ensure a long product lifecycle,
by designing and implementing new return, reuse, repair and
other kinds of services that will allow for the lifecycle of products
to be looped and for a new cycle to be started.

circular economy
make

use
return

photgraphy: Herman Miller
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Why consumer electronics?
We decided to research circular initiatives in the consumer
electronics industry because of their unique product lifecycle with
respect to the division into short- and long-life products.

products
that flow

products
that last

short-life fast-moving consumer goods
(FMCG)

long-life products

FMCG products include food, packaging and disposable articles. These products

Products designed to last longer than the average life of products in the given

are not durable and can be very harmful to the environment. Fast flowing

category. Lasting products are usually based on one of the five business models:

products are manufactured, stored, used and processed generating amounts

classic long life, hybrid, gap explorer, access or performance.

of waste which are often uncontrolled. The lifecycle of those products is short,
sometimes lasting only a few minutes or seconds. On the other hand, resulting
emissions and waste which remain in the environment are as persistent as those
generated by products with a longer life.

source: Design for Recycling of Electronics in a Circular Economy, MOOC TUDelft, 2021

↳

Unfortunately, despite their long life, consumer electronics
as a category are increasingly made, sold and used as
short-life products.

Where is the problem?
If we were to spontaneously decide whether electronics belonged to the group
of ↘ products that last or ↘ products that flow, we would be inclined to say they
are products with a long service life. We think of them as something permanent,
because of the materials used in their production and because of their price.
Oddly enough, electronics are actually perceived as FMCG products. It seems
absurd, but when you think of it - don’t we replace our smartphones every two
years, on average? Don’t we change our laptops every few years just because the

Let's ask ourselves a few questions

↳
↳

next, new generation has just been released? Isn’t it true that if an older device
breaks down, it usually doesn’t pay off to have it repaired? And isn’t the repair
process rather bothersome and complicated?

Do consumer electronics last or flow?
We should think of smartphones, laptops, speakers, headphones and vacuum

↳

Shouldn’t we change our approach to using,
designing and making electronic equipment?
Shouldn’t we take into account the rapid
progress of science and technology
already at the product concept stage?
Shouldn't services such as return, reuse,
repair and others lie at the base of
every product in this industry?

cleaners as ↘ products that last already at the design stage. Also, some
appliances, such as vacuum cleaners, haven’t changed as much as, say, laptops
in the recent years...

Can the circuit of materials and raw materials in
the consumer electronics industry be fully closed?

INTRODUCTION TO CIRCULAR ECONOMY - 01
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section

02

Circular economy
in the electronics
industry

Can consumer electronics be green?

Circularity is the future
Circularity is not only a trend, but a necessity that is and will be mandated by a
number of European Union laws and regulations.
Transformation of the electrical and electronic appliances industry in EU countries

consumption of natural resources, in which it is possible to close the circuit. ↘
These include: electronics and ICT, batteries, automotive, packaging, plastics,
textiles and construction.

is already underway, and is best evidenced by a number of actions undertaken by

Horizon Europe

EU authorities, manufacturers and grass-roots consumer initiatives. The purpose

JHorizon Europe is one of the EU's investment programs. Planned out for 7 years

of this review is to present circular practices in the consumer electronics industry.

from 2021 to 2027, it has a budget of EUR 95.5 billion. Examples of clusters that
will deal with global problems include: ↘ Climate, Energy and Mobility and Digital,

There is a number of reasons why the electronic devices industry, next to

Industry and Space. The program aims to support research and innovation. As

packaging, transport and construction, is becoming one of the areas where

part of cluster 4 - ↘ Digital, Industry and Space, research into circular production

circular transformation is happening.

will also be funded. Horizon Europe is founded on the ↘ safe by design approach,
which involves considering safety at the earliest possible stage of designing, e.g.

A new economic strategy
The European Commission has proposed a new ↘ Circular Economy Action
Plan (CEAP) as one of the components of ↘ the Green Deal - a new economic
strategy designed to achieve climate neutrality by 2050. The CEAP aims to make
sustainable products a standard in the EU by focusing on sectors with the highest

by abandoning hazardous substances throughout the production process, which
is the essence of circular economy.
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Electro-waste
The present linear economic model relies on manufacturing as many products as
possible, designed to serve for a specified period of time so that consumers need
to buy a new product. One of the problems generated by this approach in the
consumer electronics industry is e-waste - electronic and electrical waste.
According to ↘ Eurostat data, electro-waste is the fastest growing stream of
waste, less than 40% of which is recycled. Discarded electronic and electrical
equipment contains potentially harmful materials that pollute the environment,
increasing the health risks for e-waste recycling personnel. So far, the
↘ Restriction of Hazardous Substances in Electrical and Electronic Equipment
(RoHS) directives largely regulate the types and quantities of materials used in

WASTE
ELECTRICAL &
ELECTRONIC
EQUIPMENT
IN THE EU

electronic devices.

source: Eurostat 2020
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Rare earth metals
Unfortunately, rare earth metals are an indispensable element of many electronics
products. Their acquisition requires significant energy expenditures, causing
environmental degradation and a number of social problems in developing
countries. At present, it is estimated that only 1-5% of rare earth metals such
as tungsten, cobalt and graphite are recovered. In addition to rare metals,
↘ electronic equipment also contains copper and gold; for instance, one ton
of smartphones contains about one kilogram of silver and ↘ 300 grams of gold.

EU regulations
The EU wants to control the amount of electro-waste. E-waste reduction is
expected to come as a result of extending product life, which is the responsibility
of the manufacturer, achieved, among other things, by providing spare parts
needed for repair and reusability. ↘ The right to repair makes it obligatory for
manufacturers of household appliances and electronics

↳

to make spare parts for electronic
equipment available for 7 to 10 years
after its production is discontinued
(and after the last batch has
been placed on the market).
uokik.gov.pl/aktualnosci.php?news_id=17283

source: https://www.uokik.gov.pl/aktualnosci.php?news_id=17283

↳

“Decisions made at the design
stage account for 80% of the
environmental impact of products”

EU's new circular economy action plan, City of Brussels, 11 March 2020

Eco-design
The first steps taken to introduce circular economy were legislative changes
in the field of ↘ ecodesign, focusing on the impact of products on the natural
environment throughout their entire lifecycle. The first EU plans in this area
were created in 2015.

↳

We are now working on a second
generation of ecodesign that also takes
into account additional requirements
for repair, reuse and recyclability.

source: gozwpraktyce.pl/regulacja/nowy-plan-dzialania-goz/
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Efforts under the new EU action plan for circular economy can be used by
brands as a kind of checklist on their way to circularity:

Quality improvement:
improve product
durability

Prevent premature
product aging

Reduce emissions: discontinue
using hazardous chemicals
in products

Ensure products are
reusable, can be extended
and repaired

Ban the scrapping of
unsold durable goods

Reduce your carbon and
environmental footprint

Change the business model:
switch from disposable to
reusable products

Digitize product
information

Save resources in production and
increase the energy efficiency
of products

Make your products
refurbishable

Offer a service model where the
manufacturer always remains the
owner of the product

source: gozwpraktyce.pl/regulacja/nowy-plan-dzialania-goz/
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Summary

↳
↳
↳
↳

A great deal of valuable raw materials are wasted in the consumer
electronics industry. Electro-waste is the fastest growing stream
of waste, of which only less than 40% is recycled.
The right to repair imposes an obligation on the manufacturers of
household appliances and electronics to make spare parts for electronic
equipment available for 7 to 10 years after the end of their production
(this applies to the production of the last batch of the product).
The second generation of the EU ecodesign directive introducing circular
economy includes requirements for repair, reuse and recyclability.
The circular economy affects all processes in an organization. They can
be changed organically step by step, but you can also start by designing
new products in line with the CE regulations. Design-phase decisions
can account for up to 80% of a product's environmental impact.
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02.1

Cradle to Cradle
Certification

↘ Cradle to Cradle Certified assesses the safety, circularity and responsibility of

Even if a product receives a platinum rating in four categories but bronze in one,

materials and products across five categories of sustainability performance:

the brand will be certified bronze as the C2C Certificate is awarded based on the
lowest level of the lowest rated quality category.

production impact on health

Recertification is held every two years. The certificate requires that products
meet the standard of continuous improvement. The goal of continuous
improvement is not a zero environmental impact of the product, but a gradual
increase in good actions and decisions combined with a reduction of the “bad”

recyclability

impact. The certification is not easy to obtain, but its guidelines require that
companies introduce profound changes, so even the lowest bronze rating shows
a brand has true circular potential.

use of renewable energy sources and CO2 emissions

Only one C2C Certificate, with a bronze rating, has
so far been awarded in the consumer electronics
(access*) category; it is held by ↘ Beosound Level,
Bang&Olufsen

water management

social responsibility

Ratings are granted at five levels: basic, bronze, silver, gold, platinum

*17 January 2022
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section

03

Circular
Loop Canvas
Our proprietary tool to support the
assessment of circular industry practices.
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Circular Loop Canvas

Our observations

Circular Loop Canvas

From the very beginning of our adventure with circular economy we started seeing
certain repeating patterns: some brands communicate only with the language
of ambitions and plans, while some speak with the language of facts. To organize
the information we collected, we developed a new way of presenting circularity
leaders whom we visualized on our proprietary diagram. The tool gives us
a structure and makes it easier to review the ambitions, declarations and
activities of those companies throughout the lifecycle of their products.

Objective
The main objective of this method is to provide a shared space where
activities can be inventoried, information (as-is) gathered, concepts (to-be)
and development plans/ambitions recorded, allowing to loop the circuit of
values and resources to get closer to the circularity ideal. The diagram is our
companion in the journey of developing an innovation strategy and building
design guidelines, starting from the research phase up to the final decisions.

An original diagram developed
by Ergodesign, which
can show a product’s full
lifecycle while taking into
account all use cycles and
incorporating the role of the
users and the capabilities
of the manufacturer.

Circular Loop Canvas tool
Most circularity methods and tools describe product lifecycles, use cycles and

diagram ↘

product environments but marginalize the role and agency of the user himself.
If we design a product without considering the role of its users, their knowledge
and awareness, we will not utilize the full potential of our design and hence it
will not be a circular solution. Therefore, we have placed product and user at
the center of our diagram - these two elements are at its core.
Circular Loop Canvas shows the full lifecycle of a product, which can be divided
into two parts:
ʯ

Part 1 - the external orbits: they represent the company's activities, starting
with sourcing raw materials for production and ending with the sale of the
final product. Sale by the producer (or purchase by the consumer) is the
moment the user starts "consuming" the product.

ʯ

Part 2 - the circle: it represents the use cycle of the product, starting with
the purchase of the product by the user and ending with discontinuation
of its use.

Once the product is in the user’s hands, each subsequent entry into the next
cycle involves a financial, energy and/or environmental cost. The farther the

. In the conventional, linear model, this is where the product ends up in the trash.
Using hints from the diagram, we are able to design actions to be taken by the
user and the manufacturer to push the product into the next use cycle and extend
its life.

“orbit” from the center of the diagram, the greater the effort - in line with ↘ Walter
Stahel's Inertia Principle.
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section

04

Case
studies
Circular Loop Canvas use examples.

Case studies

We are showcasing a few selected brands that were among the first to start
communicating the use of circular economy guidelines in their ongoing work and
future development strategies.
It is our subjective review and assessment of circular practices. We cannot
evaluate the circularity of these brands, as that would require systemic solutions
with other organizations.

↳

The examples we have selected
are companies that openly talk
about their circular activities and
ambitions, and thus are perceived
as pioneers in this area.

Go to case
studies ↘

CASE STUDIES - 04
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04.1

Dell

DELL's circular activities
and ambitions

”

By 2030, for every product a customer buys, we will reuse or
recycle an equivalent product. 100% of our packaging will be
made from recycled or renewable material. More than half of our
product content will be made from recycled or renewable material.
↘ source

↘ Dell aspires to be a circular brand. It is gradually
introducing a number of measures and is
communicating its future ambitions in this regard.
The company’s website features a document laying
out the brand’s position on the circular economy, the
essence of which is presented in this case study.

DELL - 03.1
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DELL
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Materials and packaging
At present, Dell offers the OptiPlex 3030 All-inOne computer made of recycled

or should be recycled. In addition to its positive impact on the environment, the

plastics, holding the UL Environment certificate.

initiative helps create new jobs for those facing difficulties in finding employment.

From 2014, the company started using plastics sourced from collected waste
electronic equipment (around £4 million per year). Dell is committed to phasing
out hazardous substances used in the manufacturing process.

Energy
According to Dell sources, in 2014 almost 40% of electricity came from

Since 2015, two out of three shipments of the company's products have been
packed in sustainable materials such as wheat straw, mushrooms and ↘ Air
Carbon*.
The company operates the world's biggest packaging return program. In addition,
one of its goals for 2020 was to develop packaging that is 100% recyclable
or compostable.

Returns / Cancellations / Remarketing
Global Dell Outlet focuses on refurbishing and reselling returned orders.

renewable energy sources.

↳

Circular ambitions for 2030

The goal for Dell's design team is to
reduce the time it takes to dismantle
a laptop from 60 to 2 minutes, thus
enabling a smooth product service,
repair, upgrade and downgrade process.

The company emphasizes that devices are only recycled when they cannot
be refurbished.
↘ Dell Reconnect is a pilot program operated as a cooperation between Dell and
Goodwill. Consumers can take their waste equipment to an outlet where trained
personnel will confirm if the given product is suitable for reuse, refurbishment
*alternatively PHB material, which is produced naturally by microorganisms as a product of carbon assimilation.
PHB is fusible, and can be used as a plastic or fiber.

source: https://i.dell.com/sites/content/corporate/corp-comm/en/Documents/circular-economy-0316.pdf

DELL
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Achievements and plans path
DELL

2014

2020

using more

working on packaging

sustainable

that is 100% recyclable

materials in

or compostable, first

packaging

implementations

planned reduction
of the time needed

We also discuss DELL’s example in our
podcast, Episode 008 PRODUCTS THAT
LAST: BUSINESS MODELS AND DESIGN
STRATEGIES
LISTEN ON SPOTIFY →

using plastics from

to dismantle

waste electronic

a laptop from 60

equipment

to 2 minutes

2015

2030

DELL
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Summary

↳
↳

In addition to the brand’s efforts to make its products more circular by implementing
solutions such as material selection, modular design etc., Dell is also working
to take care of the service area. The Global Dell Outlet program focuses on
refurbishing and reselling returned orders. The pilot initiative Dell Reconnect
gives consumers an opportunity to check what they could do with their product
to avoid it becoming electrowaste, and to make recycling a last resort.
Dell's circular ambitions for 2030 are extremely ambitious, yet expressed in very
concrete projects. We look forward to seeing the outcome of their plans, including
to cut down the time needed to dismantle a laptop from 60 to 2 minutes.

DELL
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Electrolux
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Circular activities and
ambitions of Electrolux

”

By 2030, all Electrolux product ranges will contain
at least 50% recycled materials.
↘ source

The brand declares it is actively working to offer
its users more circular solutions. Electrolux wants
to make better use of limited resources. How? This
case study shows some of their inspiring activities.

vacuum cleaner – ELECTROLUX Pure I9

Materials and recycling
Electrolux Dish Care is increasing the proportion of recycled plastics in its
products to almost 40% for certain types of dishwashers.
In 2020, in cooperation with Stena Recycling*, Electrolux presented a vacuum
cleaner prototype made of 100% recycled materials and components. The team
also investigated the service life of recycled products and components. The study

↳

Circular ambitions for the future
Electrolux has announced that by
2030 all of the brand’s products
will have a minimum 50% content
of recycled materials.

showed that some components, such as motors from recycled vacuum cleaners,
had no less than 83% of their service life on average.

Subscription model
Electrolux offers a subscription model where the user only pays for the actual
operating hours of the device. The subscription model allows the user to control
the components of the device. When the vacuum cleaner breaks down, it gets
repaired under the subscription plan. When a device is returned, it undergoes
refreshment and is returned into the cycle. The company only recycles

The company has also set itself a goal
to reduce absolute CO2 emissions from
operating activities by 80% and emissions
from products by 25% by 2025. Electrolux
is one of the top 100 global companies
to have set approved Science Based
Targets ahead of the deadline in 2018.

components and raw materials when repair is no longer possible.
Since the end of 2018, Electrolux has been offering its Pure i9 vacuum cleaner
on a pay-per-use trial subscription with all delivery, consumables, service and
maintenance included in the fee.

*a company, which recovers materials from disposed consumer electronics products

Electrolux's goal for 2030 is to
achieve climate neutrality with zero
carbon emissions from operations.

source: https://www.newlight.com/technology
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Achievements and plans path
ELECTROLUX

We discuss subscription plans and other
business models in our podcast, Episode 008
PRODUCTS THAT LAST: BUSINESS MODELS
AND DESIGN STRATEGIES

LISTEN ON SPOTIFY →
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Summary

↳
↳

Electrolux is setting itself ambitious circularity goals for both products and services.
It will be interesting to see how Electrolux products designed for the
subscription model will evolve: what materials will be used and how they will
be assembled, the method of connecting product components and their
resistance to scratching. How products sold in the subscription models will
be repeatedly refreshed, refurbished, assembled and disassembled.

ELECTROLUX
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Bang & Olufsen
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Bang & Olufsen's circular
activities and ambitions

”

By achieving Cradle to Cradle Certified Bronze for Beosound Level, Bang
& Olufsen proves that a paradigm shift from a linear to a circular system
in the consumer electronics industry is both possible and feasible. The
certification validates the circular design and sustainable production
achievements for the speaker and paves the way for further circular
technology developments.
Christina Raab
VP Strategy & Development at the Cradle to Cradle Products Innovation Institute

↘ source

Beosound Level – portable WiFi speaker

source: www.bang-olufsen.com

Bang & Olufsen communicates about its circularity
efforts. Examples featured in this case study prove
how determined the company is in its actions.

Cradle to Cradle
Bang & Olufsen have received the ↘ Cradle to Cradle certification with a bronze
rating for the Beosound Level speaker. It is the first C2C* certificate awarded in
the consumer electronics category.
. The strategy used by Bang & Olufsen is one of adaptation - designing for
upgrade. The modular design of the speaker allows for the product to be
adapted to customer’s changing preferences as well as to tech developments
(new transmission standards and so on). The design of the device determines
its durability over time - the product changes and adapts with time. Users can
not only change the batteries themselves, but they can also customize speaker
housings to suit their preferences, using new materials and colors.
The Beosound Level loudspeaker is made of over 50% consumer plastic.

*C2C skrót od nazwy certyfikatu Cradle to Cradle

↳

Circular ambitions for the future
The brand’s main ambition is to retain
its Cradle to Cradle certificate.
The brand received the first
↘ C2C certificate in the consumer
electronics industry, but in line with
the certification’s rules and due to
the fact that recertification is carried
out every two years, Bang & Olufsen
declare on their website that having
obtained the certificate does not mark
the end of their ambitions - they aim
to be the most committed circular
design company in the industry.

BANG & OLUFSEN
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Achievements and plans path
BANG & OLUFSEN

2021
Beosound Level
speaker gets
the bronze C2C
certification

recertification the C2C certificate
is renewed
The specific conditions the brand had
to meet to receive the bronze Cradle to
Cradle certificate for the Beosound Level
speaker are described on the official C2C
certification website.

C2C CERTIFICATION →

2023
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Summary

↳
↳
↳

As of today*, Bang & Olufsen is the first and only company in the
consumer electronics industry to have a C2C-certified product.
The brand has focused on an innovation strategy based on looking to
the far future already in the early product design phase. Thanks to
its modular design, the speaker can be upgraded. B&O envisions a
scenario in which new methods of sound transmission are devised, thus
increasing the durability of the product by extending its lifecycle.
The solutions used have pushed up the price of the product, which now sells at
USD 1,799. This makes the Beosound Level speaker a luxury good. On the other
hand, the product can be a good investment as it holds its value over time.

*17 January 2022 r.

BANG & OLUFSEN
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Gerrard Street's circular
activities and ambitions

”

Combining durable design with a subscription business model means
that Gerrard Street can increase its revenue by maximising use cycles
for every headset.
↘ source

modular headset

source: https://gerrardstreet.nl/

Just like Electrolux, which we have discussed before, Gerrard
Street offers its modular headphones in a subscription
model. This and more examples of efforts aimed at
achieving circularity are described in this case study.

Modular design
The modular design of Gerrard Street headphones allows for 85% of components

After subscribing and ordering, Gerrard Street customers get their headphones in

to be reused. No adhesives are used to put the product together, so disassembly

a box, complete with a mounting kit.

is easy.
If the headphones are damaged in any way, Gerrard Street will immediately ship
The subscription model allows Gerrard Street to recover and recycle their

a replacement part to the customer. Customers can also return their headphones

headphones at the end of their useful life.

for upgrade or complete replacement.
New models are shipped along with return stickers to make the replacement

↘ Subscription model

process as easy as possible. This gives flexible access for people who want a highquality audio experience without a costly initial outlay.

The business model used by the company is designed to reduce electronic waste
that goes to landfills.

↳

A simple cable break can render a
product worthless, which is why most
users wonder whether it’s a good idea
to buy a product that is so fragile at a
high price. With a subscription model,
such dilemmas are pointless. Gerrard
Street customers get online access
to an "all in" subscription service.

A lifetime warranty is also offered.

We discuss the Gerrard Street case in more
detail in our podcast, Episode 003 CIRCULAR
THINKING ABOUT SERVICES THAT LOOP
THE LIFE OF PRODUCTS

LISTEN ON SPOTIFY →

GERRARD STREET
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Summary

↳
↳

When striving for circularity, you need to go beyond design. Gerrard Street's
decision to combine a modular product with a subscription business model
is a good example of this. Their hybrid approach extends the use cycle of
headphones to the maximum, generating revenue for the company. That
brings the company closer to circularity while providing business benefits.
The method based on a small monthly subscription fee allows the company
to establish a relationship with its customers, who would otherwise not
choose to buy premium headphones. This broadens the user segment.

GERRARD STREET
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Ten Commandments
of Circularity

Ten Commandments
of Circularity

#02
Modular
design
Product design must be module-based. Parts

To summarize the information provided in the previous section, we’d like to share

that can potentially fail should be amassed in one

our Ten Commandments of Circularity with you.

component.
Modular structure can make a product easier to

We have handpicked good practices for businesses striving for circular economy

repair, but also refresh or refurbish.

in the consumer electronics industry, but this set is universal and will also work for
brands in other sectors.

#01
Lifecycle
mapping
The service life of individual parts needs to be defined and
clearly marked.
This will allow you to define how durable the product must
be, and thus how to choose the right materials and the right
form. In this way, after the first user returns the product it
will not bear any visible signs of wear that could discourage
re-use.

source: Design for Recycling of Electronics in a Circular Economy, MOOC TUDelft, 2021
Guidelines for electrical and electronic equipment, A PolyCE publication, March 2021

A modular product can be dismantled quickly and
any damaged parts can be easily accessed.

TEN COMMANDMENTS OF CIRCULARITYI - 05
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#04
High-quality
materials that
are durable

#06
Hassle-free
disassembly

It is important that durable materials are used in

Easy and quick repair saves time and costs.

products designed for refurbishment .

Therefore, it is extremely important to ensure
product disassembly into parts is an easy and
hassle-free process. A product should be designed
so that it can be repaired without the use of any
specialized tools.
Parts must not be permanently bound together glued or welded. It must be possible to disassemble

#03
Homogenous
materials
When designing for recycling, ensure that as few
various materials as possible are used within one
product. Ideally, they should all be recyclable in one
operation.
Permanent combinations of materials (composites)
must be avoided.

source: Design for Recycling of Electronics in a Circular Economy, MOOC TUDelft, 2021
Guidelines for electrical and electronic equipment, A PolyCE publication, March 2021

#05
Preventing
aesthetic
aging
When designing products for long-term use you
must account for product aging and counteract
aesthetic obsolescence. The form of a product
should not directly refer to any aesthetic trends,
which may pass over time.

the product into its basic components without
permanently damaging the parts.

TEN COMMANDMENTS OF CIRCULARITYI - 05
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#08
Clear and accessible
documentation

#10
Clear
markings

A product should bear an easily accessible code

The positions of individual parts within a product

(such as QR/SN) to identify product type and

should be marked to make the product easy to

help locate relevant documentation.

disassemble and reassemble.

#07
Easy
refresh
The positions of individual parts of a product
should be marked to make it easy to disassemble
and reassemble.

#09
Standard
markings

Individual materials should bear standard
markings to help assign a material to
a specific fraction, thus increasing the
quality of separate collection of materials

Components prone to scratching (such as
housing) should have an allowance of some extra
material so that their surface can be refreshed.

source: Design for Recycling of Electronics in a Circular Economy, MOOC TUDelft, 2021
Guidelines for electrical and electronic equipment, A PolyCE publication, March 2021

for recycling.

TEN COMMANDMENTS OF CIRCULARITYI - 05
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How to start off
with circularity?
You can go through with a holistic transformation
or take a step-by-step approach...

By adapting your strategy or its parts

↳

Determine the role of the circular economy in your business
development strategy (ambitions, vision, mission, time horizon,
trends, scenarios for the future and 2022+ action plan).

By designing ecosystems/services

↳

Include circularity in ecosystems you are implementing
- the design of systems and services.

By building guidelines for new products

↳

Research, incorporate the principles of circular design into new
product development - build guidelines for new products.

HOW TO START OFF WITH CIRCULARITY? - 06
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Let's look for impulses of
circularity in your organization!

↳

Understanding your individual goals and ambitions
is the best starting point. We have a list of key
questions that will help us get to know each
other quickly. We will explain the individual
steps of the change process, tell you about
projects we have completed and start looking
for impulses of circularity in your business.

CIRCULARCHANGE.DESIGN →

Book an inspiration session with us where we will answer your initial questions
and give you a handful of inspiration.

↳

Make an appointment here!

HOW TO START OFF WITH CIRCULARITY? - 06
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… or email us directly

Paulina Morawa

Krzysztof Bogomaz

Katarzyna Śliwa

Experience & Circular Innovation

Head of Organization

CEO, Head of the Market

Designer

Development Department

Development Department

morawa@ergo.design

bogomaz@ergo.design

sliwa@ergo.design

training and workshops on

circular transformation of the organization

strategic cooperation,

circular innovations

and new products and service

partnerships with Ergodesign

If now is not the right time, feel
free to stay in touch with us!

FOLLOW US IN SOCIAL MEDIA:

www.ergo.design

ul. Przemysłowa 13,

NIP 679-27-45-93

biuro@ergo.design

30-701 Kraków

REGON 356581930
KRS 0000107465

